1. Introduction. Let p = ef + 1 be an odd prime and let g be a fixed primitive root of p. Then the cyclotomic number (k, h)e is the number of solutions x, y of the congruence (1.1) g"+k + i -g^h (modp),
where the integers z, y are chosen from 0,1, • • • , / -1. Eq. (1.1) shows that there are at most e distinct cyclotomic numbers (k, h)e of order e. This paper is concerned mainly with determining the (18)2 different (ft, A)is associated with a fixed primitive root of a prime of the form p = 18/ + 1. We also tabulate the cyclotomic numbers of order 9.
Complete solutions to this cyclotomic number problem have been computed for e = 2 -6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20 . For e = 2 -6 see L. E. Dickson |2] , for e = 8 see E. Lehmer [9] , for e = 10, 12, 16 see A. L. Whiteman [13] , [14] , [15] and for e = 14 see J. B. Muskat [11] . The case e = 20 is due to Muskat and Whiteman jointly and is as yet unpublished. Cyclotomic numbers play an important role in many number theoretical investigations. The difference sets of M. Hall, Jr. [6] and E. Lehmer [8] provided the impetus for this computation (see Section 5).
Before we turn to the actual calculation, a word about the nature of the problem is in order. Eq. (1.1) shows that (fc, h)e depends not only on the prime p but also on which of the <j)(p -1) primitive roots of p was chosen. The effect of replacing the primitive root g by the primitive root g (g = gr (mod p) where (r,p -1) = 1) is to permute the (k, h)e among themselves in accordance with the formula (1.2) (k,h): = (rk,rh)e.
Thus, the set {(k, h)e] is indeterminate in the sense that it can equally well be replaced by {(rk, rh)e], where r is fixed and prime to p -1.
A solution to the cyclotomic number problem is a set of formulas which allow the determination of the (k, h)e without performing a direct calculation. is a factorization of p in the field of 9th roots of unity. For e = 9, Tables 1 and 2 provide a complete listing. For e = 18, the tables are too large to be included in this paper and have been deposited in the unpublished mathematical tables file maintained by Mathematics of Computation. That portion of the tables for e = 18 which is needed to support our difference set calculations is included (see Tables   5 and 6 ).
Various notations for (k, h)e will be used in what follows, depending on what form is convenient and clear. These are (k, h),, (k, h), (kh)e, (kh), kh. For uniformity and for typographical convenience, the letters A, B, ■ ■ • , H are used in the tables to represent 10, 11, • • • , 17, respectively.
2. Cyclotomy. This section presents a collection of results which were used in the calculation. In all cases the references given contain a proof of the result, but no attempt was made to cite original sources. In the symbol R(m, n, ß)e the ß and/or the e will be suppressed whenever they are not needed for clarity.
(2.7)
(2.9) R(m, n, ßj) = R(jm,jn,ß). In addition to these general cyclotomic facts, the following specific relations for e = 3, 6, 9 will be useful. 3. The Cyclotomic Numbers of Order Nine. In this section Dickson's solution [4] for the (k, A)9 is presented. Actually, it is carried a little further than he did in that the formulas are all displayed. Furthermore, the calculation of the (k, A)9 is much more manageable than that for the (k, h)i$. This section will thus serve as a model for the next.
Using (2.2) above, the 81 possible (fc, h)g reduce to just 19 distinct ones-the equalities (2.2) between the various (k, A)9 are displayed in Table 1 . Hence, the problem will be solved if 19 independent linear equations involving the (k, h) can be found. Eq. (2.3) provides 5 independent equations of this type. That it can provide no more independent equations follows from Table 1 , i.e., from (2.2). Since the primitive 9th roots of unity satisfy (3.1)
x" + x3 + 1 = 0, by using (2.5) above, one can write to the coefficients of R(m, n)9's. By using (2.18) the i>¿ can be expressed in terms of the d at the expense of introducing the parameter T ( = index of 3 to the base g modulo p, abbreviated Ind 3), and splitting the solution into 3 cases depending on the value of T (mod 3). The solution appears as Table 2 . Given a prime p = 9/ + 1 and an associated primitive root g, the (k, A)9 are determined by Tables 1 and 2, provided Finally, use (2.6), (2.9) on¿2(-2, -2, 0) to yield
The formulas (3.4) and (3.5) determine M only through a knowledge of c0, ■ • • , c6, thus depend on a solution of that problem. Actually, if M can be determined by some other method, formulas (3.4) and (3.5) can be used to help determine the c< as is shown below. If M ^ 0 (mod 3) the sign of M can be determined from (3.6) Ind3 + M==0 (mod 3).
One proof of relation (3.6) is as follows: Using Eqs. (3.3) and (2.15) on ¿2(3,3)9 we find that in terms of cyclotomic numbers M = (01) + (04) + (07) - (02) - (05) - (08) + 2[(13) + (16) + (25) - (14) - (17) - (26)] and ¿2(1, 2) yields i>3 = - (01) - (04) - (07) (25) - (14) - (17) - (26).
Thus, M + h = 0 (mod 3). But h = -c3, c3 -cc, c0 if T = 0, 1, 2 (mod 3) by (2.18). Thus, since Co = -1, c3 = 0 (mod 3) [4, p. 191] , this implies the desired relation (3.6).
Eqs. (2.5) and (2.8) show that ¿2(1, 1) (and hence thee,) comesfrom afactorization of p in the field of 9th roots of unity. Dickson [4, p. 193] has shown that (Í c, 0*') (¿ a 0-¿) = p has only 6 solutions in which the first factor is not invariant under 0 -> 04. These are generated from any one of them by applying the powers of the substitution 0 -> 02 and reducing by means of (3.1). These are the only candidates for ¿2(1, 1, 0)9 and indeed as the primitive root shifts from g to gr through all the different primitive roots, (2.14) shows that ¿2(1, 1) shifts through the 6 possibilities. Three of these candidates yield | M | and three yield -\M \. Thus, the sign of M, if known, can be used with (3.5) to rule out three possible ¿2(1, l)'s.
In practice actually it is often easier to find one possible ¿2(1, 1), generate them all by 0 -> 02, determine M by (3.5) or (3.6) and let the fact that all (k, h)s are integers determine which possible ¿2(1, 1) goes with a particular g. In connection with the formulas for the (k, A)9, it should be mentioned that the third list is redundant. For if Ind 3 = 2 (mod 3) for the primitive root g, we may change to another primitive root gr which has Ind 3 = 1 (mod 3). Computing the (A-, /¡,)9 for gr and using Eq. (1.2) yields the desired cyclotomic numbers. 4 . The Cyclotomic Numbers of Order Eighteen. By use of (2.2) above, the 324 possible (fc, a)« are reduced to just 64 distinct ones (see Table 3 ). Eq. (2.3) provides 10 independent linear equations. The remaining 54 equations come from various ¿2(m, n)'s. In order to insure that the equations will be independent, some care must be used in choosing the R(m, n)'s. This is done by calling two R(m, n)'s 13 IG conjugale if one comes from the other by changing the primitive root; see (2.14). Now choose one R(m, n) from each conjugate class and delete duplicates arising from (2.7). This process yields ¿2(1, 1), ¿2(1,2 ), ¿2(1, 3), ¿2(1, 4), ¿2(1, 5), ¿2(1,9), ¿2(3, 3), ¿2(3, 6), ¿2(6, 6), ¿2(2, 2) and ¿2(2, 4) in the case e = 18. These R(m, n)'s give 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 2, 2, 2, 6, 6, equations respectively, so the 64 equations could be solved yielding (k, A) is in terms of the 54 parameters introduced by the R(m, n)'s. As in Section 3, the number of parameters appearing in the (k, h) can be reduced by splitting the solution into cases and introducing the parameters B = Ind 2 and T = Ind 3. In fact, this process (carried out below) reduces the parameters appear-ing in the (k, h)iS to the same L, M, c0, ■ • • , c6 as appeared in (k, h)ä ; this might have been anticipated since the same cyclotomic field is involved.
The equation satisfied by the primitive 18th roots of unity is The introduction of B, T into the equations determining the (k, h)lfi requires that the solution be split into cases. An examination of Eqs. (4.2), • • • , (4.13) shows that B need be determined only modulo 9 and T modulo 6. This yields 54 possible cases. A reduction in the number of cases follows from the fact that 3 is not a quadratic residue of a prime of the form 36/' + 19; thus, T = 1, 3, 5 (mod 6) = Table 4 Classes of index pairs; B = Ind 2 (mod 9), T = Ind 3 (mod 3) 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   -70   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   -34  -34  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   -34  2  -34  2  2  2  2  2  2  2 Formulas for the (fc, A)« are given in Table 5 for the case B = 0 (mod 9), T = 1 (mod 3). For the other index pairs B, T we list only those (k, h) used in Section 5. These comprise Table 6 . A complete listing of all cyclotomic numbers of order 18 (/ odd and / even) has been deposited in the unpublished mathematical tables file of Mathematics of Computation. The determination of L, M, c0, • • • , c6 was discussed in Section 3. Similarly, for / even, as 3 is always a quadratic residue of primes of the form p = 36/ + 1, we have T = 0, 2, 4 (mod 6) = 0, 2, 1 (mod 3). Hence, we arrive at the same 8 classes as before (see Table 4 ). Primes belonging to these classes are 8929, 397, 73, 829, 37, 2341, 109 and 433, respectively.
The calculation itself was carried out on an IBM 7094. Once the equations were determined, the cyclotomic numbers were computed for several primes and the results were checked against a direct calculation based on Eq. (1.1).
5. Applications To Difference Sets. A (v, k, X)-difference set D is a set of k distinct residues di, • • • ,dk modulo v for which the congruence di -dj = a (mod v) has exactly X solution pairs d,, d¡ for each a, 1 = a = u -1. If Z) is a difference set consisting of the eth power residues modulo a prime p = v, then D is called a residue difference set. If a difference set consists of the eth power residues of a prime p together with zero, then it is called a modified residue difference set.
Letting p = ef + 1, Emma Lehmer [8] showed that no residue or modified residue difference set exists if / is even. When/ is odd, she gave the following necessary and sufficient conditions: For residue difference sets Hence, we can use the cyclotomic number formulas given in Tables 5 and 6 to   establish Theorem. The only residue difference set or modified residue difference set which exists for e-18 is the trivial 19-1-0 difference set.
Proof. We have only to test (5.1) and (5.2) in each of the eight possibilities provided by the classes of B, T. Sometimes both (5.1) and (5.2) can be ruled out together. Case 1.5 = 0 (mod 9) and T = 0 (mod 3). Here Table 6 shows that if (3, 0) = (1, 0) with (7, 0), (2, 0) with (5, 0), and (2, 0) with (8, 0) . This produces four homogeneous linear equations in ft , ft, ft, and c6 for which the coefficient matrix has nonzero determinant. Thus, Ci = c2 = c4 = c6 = 0, which is impossible because then ¿2(1, 1)9 is in the wrong field (see [4] ). Thus, no residue difference sets and no modified residue difference sets exist for these particular index pairs (B, T). (An index class depends on p, e, g as well as j, but in our application p, e and g are fixed so we do not need to complicate matters by mentioning them.)
In our case (v, k, X) = (127, 63, 31), so n = 32 and 2 is a multiplier of any such difference set by the above result. Now associated with any multiplier there is at least one shift D + s fixed by the multiplier [10] , which we may assume to be D. Using the multiplier 2, the residues 0,1, 2, • • • , 126 can be divided into disjoint sets of numbers which are contained in the fixed shift entirely or not at all. These are: Since 2 was a multiplier, we see that every 127, 63, 31 difference set is composed of exactly nine of these index classes. A computer search was performed selecting nine of these eighteen classes in all possible ways and checking which were difference sets. Rejecting equivalent difference sets, we found exactly six solutions, which in terms of the index class numbers are : [6] ) we shall use cyclotomic numbers to see if any new families of difference sets arise here. We need only investigate the last four cases, since the first two are in families which are based on cyclotomy. The third one is a member of the known infinite family indicated above, but since that family is not based on cyclotomy, one might ask whether it could also be a member of a new family which is related to the cyclotomic numbers of order 18. Unfortunately, no new cyclotomic family of difference sets arises here. Thus, from the point of view of this paper, the last four difference sets above represent nothing more than peculiarities of the prime 127.
Eq. 
